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Abstract Traditional information search in which que-
ries are posed against a known and rigid schema over a

structured database is shifting towards a Web scenario

in which exposed schemas are vague or absent and data

comes from heterogeneous sources. In this framework,

query answering cannot be precise and needs to be re-
laxed, with the goal of matching user requests with ac-

cessible data. In this paper, we propose a logical model

and a class of abstract query languages as a foundation

for querying relational data sets with vague schemas.
Our approach relies on the availability of taxonomies,

that is, simple classifications of terms arranged in a hi-

erarchical structure. The model is a natural extension

of the relational model in which data domains are or-

ganized in hierarchies, according to different levels of
generalization between terms. We first propose a con-

servative extension of the relational algebra for this

model in which special operators allow the specification

of relaxed queries over vaguely structured information.
We also study equivalence and rewriting properties of

the algebra that can be used for query optimization.

We then illustrate a logic-based query language that

can provide a basis for expressing relaxed queries in a

declarative way. We finally investigate the expressive
power of the proposed query languages and the inde-

pendence of the taxonomy in this context.
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1 Introduction

There are today many application scenarios in which

user queries do not match the structure and the con-

tent of data repositories. This may happen due to the

nature of the application domain or simply because
the schema is not available. Examples of mismatch be-

tween query and data occur in location-based search

(find an opera concert in Paris next summer), multi-

faceted product search (find a cheap blu-ray player with
an adequate user rating), multi-domain search (find a

database conference held in a seaside location), and so-

cial search (find the objects that my friends like). In

these situations, given the complexity and heterogene-

ity of data sources, data structure and organization is
usually made transparent to the user. Therefore, the

query needs to be relaxed to accommodate user’s needs,

while query answering relies on finding the best match

between the request and the available data.

In spite of this trend towards “schema-agnostic” ap-

plications, the support of current database technology

for query relaxation is quite limited. The only exam-
ples are in the context of semi-structured information,

in which schemas and values are varied and/or miss-

ing [6], and semantic data, where data may be highly

diverse [22]. Conversely, the above mentioned appli-
cations can greatly benefit from applying traditional

relational database technology enhanced with a com-

prehensive support for the management of query relax-

ation.

To this end, we propose in this paper a logical

data model and a number of abstract query languages

supporting query relaxation over relational data. Our
approach takes advantages of the availability of tax-

onomies, that is, simple ontologies in which terms used

in schemas and data are arranged in a hierarchical
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structure according to a generalization-specialization

relationship. The data model is a natural extension of

the relational model in which data domains are orga-

nized in hierarchies, according to different levels of de-

tail: this guarantees a smooth implementation of the ap-
proach with current database technology. In this model,

data and metadata can be expressed at different levels

of detail. This is made possible by a partial order rela-

tionship defined both at the schema and at the instance
level.

The first query language we propose, termed tra

(Taxonomy-based Relational Algebra), is a conserva-

tive extension of relational algebra. tra includes two

special operators that extend the capabilities of stan-
dard selection and join by relating values occurring in

tuples with values in the query using the taxonomy. In

this way, we can formulate relaxed queries that refer to

attributes and terms different from those occurring in
the actual database. We also present general algebraic

rules governing the operators over taxonomies and their

interactions with standard relational algebra operators.

The rules provide a formal foundation for query equiva-

lence and for the algebraic optimization of queries over
vague schemas.

We then present hdrc (H-Domain Relational Cal-

culus), a logic-based query language that provides

a basis for expressing relaxed queries over relational
databases in a declarative way. The comparison be-

tween tra and hdrc provides insights on the strengths

and weaknesses of these languages in terms of expres-

sive power and finiteness of query answers. To this end,

we investigate the notion of domain independence in
this context, extend it to the more general notion of tax-

onomy independence, and characterize the expressive

power and taxonomy independence of tra and hdrc

by comparing several variants thereof.
In sum, the contributions of this paper are the fol-

lowing:

– a simple but solid framework for embedding tax-

onomies into relational databases: the framework

does not depend on a specific domain of application
and makes the comparison of heterogeneous data

possible and straightforward;

– a simple but powerful algebraic language for sup-

porting query relaxation: this language makes it

possible to formulate, in a procedural way, complex
searches over vague schemas in different application

domains;

– the investigation of the relationships between the

query language operators and the identification of
a number of equivalence rules: the rules provide a

formal foundation for the algebraic optimization of

relaxed queries;

– a declarative, logic-based language for supporting

query relaxation: this language provides a basis for

an extension of SQL able to exploit taxonomies for

expressing relaxed queries over relational data;

– the extension of the notion of domain independence
(termed taxonomy independence) suitable for this

context, and the precise characterization of the ex-

pressive power of various logical and algebraic ver-

sions of the query language;
– a discussion on implementation concerns, on the

completeness of the apparatus of languages (alge-

braic and logic-based) that are formalized in the

paper, as well as on further extensions of the work

that might be taken into account in order to provide
users with a yet more flexible and usable querying

tool.

In this paper we focus on the general aspects re-

garding the model and the query languages, whereas

we do not address the issue of implementing the formal

framework proposed and we disregard the orthogonal

problem of taxonomy design.

To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to provide

a foundation to taxonomy-based query relaxation in re-

lational database systems. Indeed, as we will discuss in

the related work section, many approaches have been
proposed to the problem of supporting user searches

with non-traditional techniques of query processing.

However, our taxonomy-based relaxation is a mecha-

nism for query evaluation that is orthogonal to previous
attempts, and therefore might even be combined with

other proposals present in the literature. Indeed, we do

not claim that taxonomies can solve all the problems

related to query answering over unknown schemas, but

we intend to show that they can provide a significant
contribution to this issue with a rather limited effort.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-

tion 2, we present several application scenarios that mo-

tivate our work. In Section 3 we introduce some prelimi-
nary notions and present the data model. The algebraic

query language for this model, tra, is illustrated in Sec-

tion 4, where we also provide a number of equivalence

rules that can be used for query optimization. Section 5

is devoted to the presentation of hdrc and the inves-
tigation of the expressive power and of the taxonomy

independence of tra, hdrc, and variants thereof. In

Section 6, we discuss several issues regarding the im-

pact and possible extensions of our work. In Section 7
we compare our approach with related works and fi-

nally, in Section 8, we draw some conclusions and sketch

future works.
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Concerts

Title Style Day Place

Rigoletto Classical 09/08/2013 Verona Arena ta
Bruce Springsteen Rock 29/06/2013 Stade de France tb
Robbie Williams Pop 12/07/2013 Wembley Stadium tc
George Benson Jazz 09/04/2013 Olympia td

Fig. 1 A table storing a list of events.

2 Motivating examples and applications

In this section we illustrate a number of different real-
world scenarios in which the availability of a support to

query relaxation can make user searches more flexible

and effective. The first one defines the context that will

be used for our running examples throughout the paper.

2.1 Location-based search

There is today a large availability of location-based in-
formation sources in a variety of contexts, such as en-

tertainment, real estate, business directory, health care,

weather reporting, and more. Very often, however, data

are organized and accessed on the basis of a specific

schema that does not match the needs of users to search
that data.

Consider for instance a catalog of concerts in Europe

stored in a relational table organized as illustrated in

Figure 1. Assume now that we are planning a trip to
Italy next summer, where we would also like to attend a

musical performance of Italian opera. Tuple ta actually

satisfies the request (Arena is a Roman amphitheater in

Verona, Italy, which hosts concerts during the summer,

and Rigoletto is a famous Italian opera), but such a
result can be very hard to retrieve because of the mis-

match between the query we would like to formulate

and the way in which data are represented and stored.

Indeed, this kind of information is usually accessible
only via rigid Web interfaces that hardly capture user

needs and often return too many answers or no answer

at all.

This problem can be alleviated if the storage system

is able to answer relaxed queries that are reasonable in
the given application domain even if they do not match

the database schema exactly. In particular, we consider

the frequent case in which attributes and values in the

query are more general or more specific than those in
the database, as in the following example, which ex-

presses the request above.

SELECT *

FROM Concerts

WHERE Country = ’Italy’ AND

Season = ’Summer 2013’ AND

Genre = ’Opera’

Our approach aims at supporting this kind of relaxed

queries by taking advantage of taxonomies between val-

ues defined on the various domains of the attributes.
For instance, by extending the domain of the attribute

Place of the relation in Figure 1 with a geographical

taxonomy of the kind shown in Figure 2, we can easily

verify that tuple ta satisfies, in a relaxed way, the first
condition of the query.

Olympia Wembley
Stadium

Place

Verona Paris London

City

Country

Italy France UK

Verona
Arena

Stade de 
France

Fig. 2 A geographical taxonomy

Similarly, by using a temporal taxonomy and a clas-
sification of musical genres we can verify that ta also

satisfies the second and the third condition of the query.

Note that, while testing the first two conditions requires

to traverse the taxonomy upward (from a more specific

term occurring in the database to a more general term
occurring in the query), the last one needs to traverse

the taxonomy in the opposite direction (from the more

general notion of “Classical” used in the database to

the more specific “Opera” term specified in the query).
This suggests a need for two modalities of taxonomy-

based relaxation, which we shall adopt in this paper,

according to the direction of the relaxation.
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Conferences

Name Period City

SEBD 30/06–03/07, 2013 Roccella tc,1
CIKM 27/10–01/11, 2013 San Francisco tc,2

Temperatures

Month Region Average

June Calabria 28 tt,1
July Calabria 30 tt,2

Fig. 3 Two non-matching relations.

2.2 Multi-domain search

Currently, there is a huge number of specialized data

sources that cover specific domains very well, but that

need to be integrated with others in order to obtain
valuable information.

Assume, for instance, that we are looking for a com-

puter science conference taking place in a period with

an expected local average temperature of at least 24◦C.
This query can be answered by matching a catalog of

conferences with a weather database containing sea-

sonal average temperatures. The problem is that, even if

the content of both data sources is gathered and stored

in two tables of a single database, it is very likely that
common information is represented at different detail

levels.

For instance, as shown in Figure 3, the timeline

could be represented as a start and end date in the con-

ference catalog and on a monthly base in the weather
database. Moreover, it may well be the case that the for-

mer lists the city of the conference, whereas, in the lat-

ter, average temperatures refer to regional areas. Again,

it can be hard to realize that tuple tc,1 in relation Con-

ferences matches with both tuples tt,1 and tt,2 in rela-

tion Temperatures (Roccella is a village located in Cal-

abria, a region of southwestern Italy, and the SEBD

conference starts in June and ends in July).

In this case, we would need a relaxed join opera-
tion that is able to match, respectively, values from the

attributes Period and City of the relation Conferences

with values from the attributesMonth and Region of the

relation Temperatures. Again, the availability of a geo-
graphical and a temporal taxonomy can be very helpful

to fulfill this task.

Note that, while the join condition on City and Re-

gion needs to find a common ancestor in the geograph-

ical taxonomy, which requires to traverse the taxon-
omy upwards, the join condition on Period and Month

needs to find a common descendant in the temporal

taxonomy, which requires to traverse the taxonomy

downwards. This suggests that also the taxonomic join
should come in two versions, according to the way in

which the taxonomies are visited to check the join con-

dition.

2.3 Trip planners

A trip planner finds one or more suggested journeys

between an origin and a destination. In public trans-

portation, such points are typically described by specific
addresses, and the trip details include the sequence of

transport steps to be taken by the traveler to reach the

destination, usually in the form of bus/metro stops and

paths on a map.
The MOKA project1 addresses urban mobility in

Italy through heterogeneous transport modes, with

emphasis on the Milan area, with the goal of pro-

viding travelers with estimates of trip durations in

real time, expressed as minimum-duration/maximum-
duration pairs. Particular care needs to be taken when

computing, in real time, long-distance journeys involv-

ing several different kinds of transportation at the

finest level of granularity (typically, that of the single
bus/metro stops), since solving mobility problems (e.g.,

by Dijkstra’s algorithm) may take too long for a graph

with many nodes. Therefore, in such cases it is of ut-

termost importance to be able to scale the problem up

to a coarser representation level involving fewer nodes.
For example, when planning a trip from Politecnico di

Milano to Roma Tre University, it is convenient to start

by finding the best way to go from Milan’s to Rome’s

area (say, high-speed rail). Then, the remaining part of
the plan amounts to computing two new sub-journeys:

one that moves from Politecnico to the train station in

Milan, and another one from the train station in Rome

to the university. An alternative solution is to fly from

Milan to Rome, which then amounts to finding connec-
tions with the city airports. Similarly, the sub-journeys

may be analyzed at different levels of granularity, from

single stops of public transportation (finest level) up

to neighborhoods, quarters, cities, countries, and so on.
In this context, taxonomies are the appropriate tool for

conveying information at the desired level of granular-

ity.

We remark that leveling the structure of the data

into taxonomies is unavoidable in order to preserve
tractability of the problem solution as the problem size

scales to a larger, possibly world-wide scenario. In this

1 “MOKA: an infrastructure for public transit integrated
car pooling”, a project funded by Politecnico di Milano. Web-
site: http://moka.necst.it/app/index.html
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respect, the MOKA system currently covers parts of the

Italian transportation network, but a new version is un-

der development, which aims at covering transportation

at the European level. To this end, the MOKA project

needs to make use of the Taxonomic Relational Alge-
bra operators that are going to be introduced in the

following sections.

According to a procedural approach being investi-

gated in MOKA, a trip planning query may be con-
ceived as a sequence of relaxed selection queries invok-

ing the planning service (i.e., a virtual relation com-

puted on the fly) with a start and an end point at a

given level of granularity. In the first invocation, the

selected level is the coarsest level for which source and
destination differ (e.g., the city level in the example

with Politecnico di Milano and Roma Tre University).

Then, the plan is split into sub-journeys, as mentioned

earlier, each of which is computed in a similar way, until
completion of the plan.

This taxonomy-based approach proves particularly

useful when travel information needs to be matched

with tourism-related data, such as points of interest and

events that vary so quickly (e.g., festivals, exhibitions,
and seasonal events of culturally lively areas) that they

are typically unavailable in the trip planner’s database

but are rather stored in external sources. For all these

cases, the availability of relaxed taxonomic joins, as
those discussed in the previous subsection, would be

able to capture space and/or time proximity.

2.4 Genometric queries

DNA sequencing is a technology that is changing biolog-

ical research and will change medical practice; availabil-

ity of individual genomes may soon become the biggest

and most important “big data” problem of mankind.
Within the GenData 2020 project2 we are defining a

new paradigm for raising the level of abstraction in

genome data management by introducing a genomet-

ric query language based on the framework presented

in this paper.
In the current bioinformatic practice, many different

groups of researchers annotate data resulting from their

experiments. When researchers from other groups need

to query these data (possibly coming from several such
repositories), they are typically unaware of the level of

specificity of the annotations, and thus need to manu-

ally cope with possible mismatches between the gran-

ularity of the query they have in mind and the granu-

2 GenData 2020 (“Data-Driven Genomic Computing”) is a
project funded by MIUR (Italian Ministry of Education, Uni-
versity and Research) involving a large consortium of Italian
universities: see http://gendata.weebly.com/

larity of the annotations in the data. Fortunately, the

community may count on largely agreed-upon ontolo-

gies such as the Gene Ontology3 – a data source inde-

pendent and decoupled from the annotated data, which

mostly consist of is-a and part-of relationships between
terms, and thus conveys significant taxonomic informa-

tion. This information may be used by researchers to

relax their queries and allow the results to match the

intended meaning despite syntactic mismatches. This
need is notably found in genometric queries, currently

being investigated in Gendata 2020, like the following:

“Find DNA-seq datasets showing mutations within the

exons of a given gene G, considering only samples ob-

tained from human brain cells”. Note that here “human
brain” is an element of a taxonomy, a part of which is,

e.g., the “frontal lobe”: clearly, data annotated with

the latter are also potentially relevant for the query,

although the “frontal lobe” is never mentioned in it.

3 A Data Model with Taxonomies

In this section, we present an extension of the relational

model in which domains are organized in simple tax-
onomies of generalization-specialization relationships.

We start with some preliminary notions on partial or-

ders, which are basic ingredients of our model.

3.1 Preliminaries

A (weak) partial order ≤ on a domain V is a subset of

V × V whose elements are denoted by v1 ≤ v2 that is:

reflexive (v ≤ v for all v ∈ V ), antisymmetric (if v1 ≤ v2
and v2 ≤ v1 then v1 = v2), and transitive (if v1 ≤ v2
and v2 ≤ v3 then v1 ≤ v3). If v1 ≤ v2 we say that v1 is

included in v2. A set of values V with a partial order ≤
is called a poset.

A lower bound (upper bound) of two elements v1
and v2 in a poset (V,≤) is an element b ∈ V such that

b ≤ v1 and b ≤ v2 (v1 ≤ b and v2 ≤ b). A maximal lower

bound (minimal upper bound) is a lower bound (upper

bound) b of two elements v1 and v2 in a poset (V,≤)
such that there is no lower bound (upper bound) b′ of

v1 and v2 such that b′ ≤ b (b ≤ b′).

3.2 Taxonomies and t-relations

The basic construct of our model is the hierarchical

domain or simply the h-domain, a collection of values

arranged in a containment hierarchy. Each h-domain is

described by means of a set of levels representing the

3 http://www.geneontology.org
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domain of interest at different degrees of granularity.

For instance, the h-domain time can be organized in

levels like day, week, month, and year.

Definition 1 (H-domain and taxonomy)

An h-domain h is composed of:

– a finite set L = {l1, . . . , lk} of levels, each of which

is associated with a set of values called the members

of the level and denoted by M(l);
– a partial order ≤L on L having a bottom element,

denoted by ⊥L, and a top element, denoted by ⊤L,

such that:

– M(⊥L) contains a set of ground members

whereas all the other levels contain members
that represent groups of ground members;

– M(⊤L) contains only a special member m⊤ that

represents all the ground members;

– a family LM of functions lmapl2l1 : M(l1) → M(l2),

called level mappings, for each pair of levels l1 ≤L l2
satisfying the following consistency conditions :

– for each level l, the function lmap
l
l is the identity

on the members of l;

– for each pair of levels l1 and l2 such that

l1 ≤L l ≤L l2 and l1 ≤L l′ ≤L l2 for
some l 6= l′, we have: lmap

l2
l (lmap

l
l1
(m)) =

lmap
l2
l′ (lmap

l′

l1
(m)) for each member m of l1.

A taxonomy is a finite set of h-domains.

Example 1 An example of a possible taxonomic orga-

nization of the h-domain location is reported in Fig-
ure 2, where the levels Place, City, and Country are

represented. As another example, the h-domain time

has a bottom level whose (ground) members are times-

tamps and a top level whose only member, anytime,

represents all possible timestamps. Other levels can
be day, week, month, quarter, season and year, where

day ≤L month ≤L quarter ≤L year and day ≤L season.

A possible member of the day level is 23/07/2012,

which is mapped by the level mappings to the member
07/2012 of the level month and to the member Summer

of the level season.

As should be clear from Definition 1 and Example 1,
in this paper we consider a general notion of taxonomy

that involves terms arranged in a containment hierar-

chy: this allows the representation of both subsump-

tive (is–a) and compositional (part–of) relationships
between values.

A partial order ≤M can also be defined on the mem-

bers M of an h-domain h: it is induced by the level

mappings as follows.

Definition 2 (Poset on members) Let h be an h-

domain and m1 and m2 be members of levels l1 and

l2 of h, respectively. We have that m1 ≤M m2 if: (i)

l1 ≤L l2 and (ii) lmapl2l1(m1) = m2.

Example 2 Consider the h-domain of Example 1. Given

the members m1 = 29/06/2012 and m2 = 23/08/2012

of the level day, m3 = 06/2012 and m4 = 08/2012

of the level month, m5 = 2Q 2012 and m6 = 3Q 2012

of the level quarter, m7 = 2012 of the level year, and

m8 = Summer of the level season, we have: m1 ≤M

m3 ≤M m5 ≤M m7, m2 ≤M m4 ≤M m6 ≤M m7, and
m1 ≤M m8 and m2 ≤M m8.

We are ready to introduce the main construct of

the data model: the t-relation, a natural extension of a

relational table built over taxonomies of values.

Definition 3 (T-schema) Let T be a taxonomy. We

denote by S = {A1 : l1, . . . , Ak : lk} a t-schema (schema

over taxonomies) for T , where each Ai is a distinct at-

tribute name and each li is a level of some h-domain in
T .

Definition 4 (T-relation and t-database) A t-

tuple t over a t-schema S = {A1 : l1, . . . , Ak : lk} for a

taxonomy T is a function mapping each attribute Ai to
a member of li. A t-relation r over S is a set of t-tuples

over S. Finally, a t-database d over a set of t-schemas

S = {S1, . . . , Sn} for T is a set of t-relations r1, . . . , rk
over S1, . . . , Sn, respectively.

Given a t-tuple t over a t-schema S and an attribute
Ai occurring in S on level li, we will denote by t[Ai : li]

the member of level li associated with t on Ai. Follow-

ing common practice in relational database literature,

we use the same notation A : l to indicate both the
single attribute-level pair A : l and the singleton set

{A : l}; also, we indicate the union of attribute-level

pairs (or sets thereof) by means of the juxtaposition

of their names. For a subset S′ of S, we will denote

by t[S′] the restriction of t to S′. Finally, for the sake
of simplicity, often in the following we will not make

any distinction between the name of an attribute of a

t-relation and the name of the corresponding h-domain,

when no ambiguities can arise.

Example 3 The example discussed in Section 2.1 can

be represented by the t-schema S = {T itle :

Title, Category : Style, T ime : Day, Location : Place}.
A possible t-relation over this schema is shown in Fig-
ure 4. Then we have: ta[Category:Style] = Classical.

A partial order relation on both t-schemas and t-

relations can be also defined in a natural way.

Definition 5 (Poset on t-schemas) Let S1 and S2

be t-schemas over a taxonomy T . We have that S1 ≤S

S2 if for eachAi : li ∈ S2 there is an element Ai : lj ∈ S1

such that lj ≤L li.
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Concerts

Title:Title Category:Style Time:Day Location:Place

Rigoletto Classical 09/08/2013 Verona Arena ta
Bruce Springsteen Rock 29/06/2013 Stade de France tb
Robbie Williams Pop 12/07/2013 Wembley Stadium tc
George Benson Jazz 09/04/2013 Olympia td

Fig. 4 A t-relation for the schema of Example 3.

Definition 6 (Poset on t-tuples) Let t1 and t2 be
t-tuples over S1 and S2 respectively. We have that t1 ≤t

t2 if: (i) S1 ≤S S2, and (ii) for each Ai : li ∈ S2 there is

an element Ai : lj ∈ S1 such that t1[Ai : lj ] ≤M t2[Ai :

li].

Definition 7 (Poset on t-relations) Let r1 and r2
be t-relations over S1 and S2 respectively. We have that

r1 ≤r r2 if for each t-tuple t ∈ r1 there is a t-tuple

t′ ∈ r2 such that t ≤t t
′.

Note that, in these definitions, we assume that levels of

the same h-domain occur in different t-schemas with the
same attribute name: this strongly simplifies the nota-

tion that follows without loss of expressibility. Basically,

it suffices to use as attribute name the role played by

the h-domain in the application scenario modeled by
the t-schema.

Example 4 Consider the t-relations and t-schemas in

Figure 5. It is easy to see that: (i) S1 ≤S S2, and (ii)

t1,1 ≤t t2,2, t1,2 ≤t t2,4, t1,3 ≤t t2,1, and t1,4 ≤t t2,4. It

follows that r1 ≤r r2.

In the following, for the sake of simplicity, we will
often make no distinction between the name of an at-

tribute and the corresponding level.

4 An Algebraic Query Language

In this section we present tra (Taxonomy-based Rela-

tional Algebra) an extension of relational algebra over

t-relations. This language provides insights on the way
in which data can be manipulated taking advantage of

available taxonomies over those data. Moreover, for its

procedural nature, it can be profitably used to spec-

ify query optimization. The goal is to provide a solid

foundation to querying databases with taxonomies.

4.1 TRA: syntax and semantics

Similarly to what happens with the standard relational

algebra, the operators of tra are closed, that is, they

apply to t-relations and produce a t-relation as result.

In this way, the various operators can be composed to
form the t-expressions of the language.

tra is a conservative extension of basic relational

algebra (RA) and so it includes its standard operators:

selection (σ), projection (π), natural join (⊲⊳), union
(∪), difference (−), and renaming (ρ). It also includes

some variants of these operators that are obtained by

combining them with the following two new operators.

Definition 8 (Upward extension) Let r be a t-rela-
tion over S, A be an attribute in S defined over a level l,

and l′ be a level such that l ≤L l
′. The upward extension

of r to l′, denoted by ε̂
A:l′

A:l (r), is the t-relation over

S ∪ {A : l′} defined as follows:

ε̂
A:l′

A:l (r) =

{t | ∃t′ ∈ r : t[S] = t′, t[A : l′] = lmap
l′

l (t
′[A : l])}

Definition 9 (Downward extension) Let r be a t-

relation over S, A be an attribute in S defined over a
level l, and l′ be a level such that l′ ≤L l. The downward

extension of r to l′, denoted by ε̌
A:l
A:l′(r), is the t-relation

over S ∪ {A : l′} defined as follows:

ε̌
A:l
A:l′(r) =

{t | ∃t′ ∈ r : t[S] = t′, t′[A : l] = lmap
l
l′(t[A : l′])}

For simplicity, in the following we will often simply

write ε̂
l′

l or ε̌
l′

l , when there is no ambiguity on the at-

tribute name associated with the corresponding levels.

In addition, for a sequence ε̂
A:l′

1

A:l1
· · · ε̂

A:l′n
A:ln

of applications

upward extension, we will use the shorthand notation

ε̂
A:l′

1
···A:l′n

A:l1···A:ln
. Similarly for downward extension.

Example 5 Consider the t-relations r1 and r2 from Ex-

ample 4 (Figure 5). The result of ε̂
city

theater(r1) is the t-

relation r3 shown in Figure 6. The result of ε̌
quarter
month (r2)

is the t-relation r4 shown in Figure 6.

The main rationale behind the introduction of the

upward extension is the need to relax a query with re-
spect to the level of detail of the queried information.

For example, one might want to find events taking place

in a given country, even though the events might be
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S1 = Title:cultural-event Author:artist Time:day Location:theater

r1 = Romeo & Juliet Prokofiev 13/04/2012 La Scala t1,1
Carmen Bizet 24/05/2012 Opéra Garnier t1,2
Requiem Verdi 28/03/2012 La Scala t1,3
La bohème Puccini 09/04/2012 Opéra Garnier t1,4

S2 = Title:event Time:quarter Location:city
r2 = Concert 1Q 2012 Milan t2,1

Ballet 2Q 2012 Milan t2,2
Sport 3Q 2012 Rome t2,3
Opera 2Q 2012 Paris t2,4

Fig. 5 T-relations and t-schemas for Example 4.

S3 = Title:cultural-event Author:artist Time:day Location:theater Location:city
r3 = Romeo & Juliet Prokofiev 13/04/2012 La Scala Milan t3,1

Carmen Bizet 24/05/2012 Opéra Garnier Paris t3,2
Requiem Verdi 28/03/2012 La Scala Milan t3,3
La bohème Puccini 09/04/2012 Opéra Garnier Paris t3,4

S4 = Title:event Time:quarter Location:city Time:month

r4 = Concert 1Q 2012 Milan Jan 2012 t4,1
Concert 1Q 2012 Milan Feb 2012 t4,2
Concert 1Q 2012 Milan Mar 2012 t4,3
Ballet 2Q 2012 Milan Apr 2012 t4,4
Ballet 2Q 2012 Milan May 2012 t4,5
Ballet 2Q 2012 Milan Jun 2012 t4,6
. . . . . . . . . . . .

Fig. 6 T-relations and t-schemas for Example 5.

stored with a finer granularity (e.g., city). Similarly, the

downward extension allows the relaxation of the answer

with respect to the level of detail of the query. For in-
stance, a query about products available in a given day

may return the products available in that day’s month.

Both kinds of extensions meet needs that arise natu-

rally in several application domains.

For this purpose, we introduce two new operators

for the selection that leverage the available taxonomies;

they can reference an h-domain that is more general or

more specific than that occurring in its tuples.

Definition 10 (Upward selection) Let r be a t-rela-

tion over S, A be an attribute in S defined over l, and

m be a member of l′ with l ≤L l′: the upward selec-
tion of r with respect to A = m on level l, denoted by

σ̂A:l=m(r), is the t-relation over S defined as follows:

σ̂A:l=m(r) = {t ∈ r | lmapl
′

l (t[A : l]) = m}

Definition 11 (Downward selection) Let r be a t-

relation over S, A be an attribute in S defined over l,

and m be a member of l′ with l′ ≤L l: the downward

selection of r with respect to A = m on level l, denoted

by σ̌A:l=m(r), is the t-relation over S defined as follows:

σ̌A:l=m(r) = {t ∈ r | lmapll′(m) = t[A : l]}

In the following, we will often simply write σ̂A=m and

σ̌A=m, without explicitly indicating the name of the
level, when this is unambiguously determined by the

corresponding attribute. Also, we will call these opera-

tors t-selections, to distinguish them from the standard

selection operator.

Example 6 Consider again the t-relations r1 and r2
from Example 4. We have:

σ̂Location=Milan(r1) = {t1,1, t1,3}

σ̌Time=13/03/2012(r2) = {t2,1}.

It can be easily seen that these operators can be ob-
tained by composing the upward or downward exten-

sion, the (standard) selection, and the projection oper-

ators, as shown in (1) and (2) below.
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σ̂A:l=m(r) = πS(σA:l′ =m(ε̂
A:l′

A:l (r))) (1)

σ̌A:l=m(r) = πS(σA:l′ =m(ε̌
A:l
A:l′(r))) (2)

We now introduce two new join operators. Their

main purpose is to combine information stored at dif-
ferent levels of granularity.

Definition 12 (Upward join) Let r1 and r2 be two

t-relations over S1 and S2 respectively, and let S be an

upper bound of a subset S̄1 of S1 and a subset S̄2 of S2.
The upward join of r1 and r2 with respect to S on S̄1

and S̄2, denoted by r1⊲̂⊳S:S̄1,S̄2
r2, is the t-relation over

S1 ∪ S2 defined as follows:

r1⊲̂⊳S:S̄1,S̄2
r2 = { t | ∃t1 ∈ r1, ∃t2 ∈ r2, ∃t′overS :

t1[S̄1] ≤t t
′,t2[S̄2] ≤t t

′,

t[S1] = t1, t[S2] = t2}

Definition 13 (Downward join) Let r1 and r2 be

two t-relations over S1 and S2 respectively, and let S
be a lower bound of a subset S̄1 of S1 and a subset S̄2 of

S2. The downward join of r1 and r2 with respect to S

on S̄1 and S̄2, denoted by r1⊲̌⊳S:S̄1,S̄2
r2, is the t-relation

over S1 ∪ S2 defined as follows:

r1⊲̌⊳S:S̄1,S̄2
r2 = { t | ∃t1 ∈ r1, ∃t2 ∈ r2, ∃t′overS :

t′ ≤t t1[S̄1],t
′ ≤t t2[S̄2],

t[S1] = t1, t[S2] = t2}

In the following, we will omit the indication of S̄1 and

S̄2 when evident from the context. Also, we will call

these operators t-joins, to distinguish them from the

standard join operator.

Example 7 Consider the t-relation r1 from Example 4

(Figure 5) and the t-relation r5 shown in Figure 7. The

result of r1⊲̂⊳cityr5 is the t-relation r6, also shown in

Figure 7. Now, consider the t-relations r7 and r8 shown
in Figure 7. The result of r7⊲̌⊳theater,dayr8 is the t-relation

r9 shown in Figure 7.

Also in this case, both the upward join and the

downward join can be obtained by combining the up-

ward extension or the downward extension, and the
(standard) join. Equation (3) below shows this for the

upward join, where S = {A1 : l1, . . . , An : ln}, and
Si ⊇ S̄i ⊇ {A1 : l1i , . . . , A

n : lni } for i = 1, 2.

r1⊲̂⊳S:S̄1,S̄2
r2 = πS1S2

(ε̂
S

S̄1
(r1)⊲⊳1.S=2.Sε̂

S

S̄2
(r2)) (3)

Equation (4) below shows this for the downward join,
where S ⊇ {A1 : l1, . . . , An : ln}, and Si ⊇ S̄i ⊇ {A1 :

l1i , . . . , A
n : lni } for i = 1, 2.

r1⊲̌⊳S:S̄1,S̄2
r2 = πS1S2

(ε̌
S̄1

S (r1)⊲⊳1.S=2.Sε̌
S̄2

S (r2)) (4)

Finally, we introduce two new operators for com-

puting the difference between two t-relations whose in-

formation is stored at different levels of granularity.

Definition 14 (Upward difference) Let r1 and r2
be two t-relations over S1 and S2 respectively, and let S

be an upper bound of S1 and S2. The upward difference

of r1 and r2 with respect to S, denoted by r1−̂Sr2, is

the t-relation over S1 defined as follows:

r1−̂Sr2 = { t ∈ r1 | ∃t′overS,¬∃t′′ ∈ r2 :

t ≤t t
′,t′′ ≤t t

′}

Definition 15 (Downward difference) Let r1 and

r2 be two t-relations over S1 and S2 respectively, and
let S be a lower bound of S1 and S2. The downward

difference of r1 and r2 with respect to S, denoted by

r1−̌Sr2, is the t-relation over S1 defined as follows:

r1−̌Sr2 = { t ∈ r1 | ∃t′overS,¬∃t′′ ∈ r2 :

t′ ≤t t,t
′ ≤t t

′′}

In this case, too, one can express these new opera-

tors by combining the upward or downward extension

with standard operators (difference, join and projec-

tion). Equations (5) and (6) below show this for the
upward difference and, respectively, downward differ-

ence.

r1−̂Sr2 = πS1

(

(ε̂
S

S1
(r1))⊲⊳1.S=2.S

(πS(ε̂
S

S1
(r1))− πS(ε̂

S

S2
(r2)))

) (5)

r1−̌Sr2 = πS1

(

(ε̌
S1

S (r1))⊲⊳1.S=2.S

(πS(ε̌
S1

S (r1))− πS(ε̌
S2

S (r2)))
) (6)

We will call these operators t-differences, to distinguish

them from the standard difference operator.

Example 8 Consider the t-relations r10 and r11 shown
in Figure 8. After upward extension from theater to city,

we have ε̂
city

theaterr10 = r12 and ε̂
city

theaterr11 = r13, where r12
and r13 are also shown in Figure 8. Therefore, the result

of the upward difference r10−̂cityr11 is the t-relation r14
shown in Figure 8.

Note that the result of the upward difference r14
differs from the result of applying the standard differ-
ence to the upward extensions of the relations and then

projecting out the attribute of the extension (city):

r14 = r10−̂cityr11 6= πtheater(r12 − r13) = r10.

Albeit possible, extending the standard union oper-
ation to taxonomies seems less natural than in the cases

described so far. Namely, the union of two t-relations r1
and r2 over the same attributes but at different levels

of granularity would require fixing an arbitrary schema
for the result (r1’s or r2’s schema or an upper or lower

bound thereof). In turn, this would amount to having a

result that includes tuples that did not exist in either r1
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S5 = Company:airline-company Location:airport

r5 = Alitalia Linate t5,1
Air France Roissy t5,2

S6 = Event:cultural-event Author:artist Time:day Location:theater Company:airline-company Location:airport

r6 = Romeo & Juliet Prokofiev 24/04/2012 La Scala Alitalia Linate t6,1
Carmen Bizet 24/05/2012 Opéra Garnier Air France Roissy t6,2
Requiem Verdi 24/03/2012 La Scala Alitalia Linate t6,3

La bohème Puccini 09/04/2012 Opéra Garnier Air France Roissy t6,4

S7 = Location:theater Time:year Price:money

r7 = La Scala 2012 150 t7,1

S8 = Location:theater Time:month Discount:perc.

r8 = La Scala 03/2012 10% t8,1
La Scala 06/2012 20% t8,2

S9 = Location:theater Time:year Price:money Time:month Discount:perc.

r9 = La Scala 2012 150 03/2012 10% t9,1
La Scala 2012 150 06/2012 20% t9,2

Fig. 7 T-relations and t-schemas for Example 7.

S10 = Location:theater

r10 = Arcimboldi t10,1
Massimo t10,2

Opéra Bastille t10,3

S10 = Location:theater

r11 = La Scala t11,1
Opéra Garnier t11,2

S11 = Location:theater Location:city

ε̂
city

theater(r10) = r12 = Arcimboldi Milan t12,1
Massimo Palermo t12,2

Opéra Bastille Paris t12,3

S11 = Location:theater Location:city t13,1

ε̂
city

theater(r11) = r13 = La Scala Milan t13,2
Opéra Garnier Paris t13,3

S10 = Location:theater

r10−̂cityr11 = r14 = Massimo t14,1

Fig. 8 T-relations and t-schemas for Example 8.

or r2, which seems less desirable. Similarly, taxonom-

ical versions of projection and renaming do not seem
particularly meaningful.

As in the standard relational algebra, it is possi-

ble to build complex expressions combining several tra
operators thanks to the fact that tra is closed, i.e.,

the result of every application of an operator is a t-

relation. Formally, one can define and build the expres-

sions of tra, called t-expressions, by assuming that t-
relations themselves are t-expressions, and by substitut-

ing the t-relations appearing in Definitions 8-15 with a

t-expression.

Similar extensions are possible for other RA op-

erators and combinations thereof. As an example,

with the same conventions adopted for the upward

and downward join, we mention the upward semijoin

r1⋉̂S:S̄1,S̄2
r2 and the downward semijoin r1⋉̌S:S̄1,S̄2

r2,
defined in Equations (7) and (8), respectively:

r1⋉̂S:S̄1,S̄2
r2 = πS1

(r1⊲̂⊳S:S̄1,S̄2
r2) (7)

r1⋉̌S:S̄1,S̄2
r2 = πS1

(r1⊲̌⊳S:S̄1,S̄2
r2) (8)

From these, one can, e.g., define the upward antijoin

r1✄̂S:S̄1,S̄2
r2 and the downward antijoin r1✄̌S:S̄1,S̄2

r2
as shown in Equations (9) and (10), respectively:

r1✄̂S:S̄1,S̄2
r2 = r1 − r1⋉̂S:S̄1,S̄2

r2 (9)

r1✄̌S:S̄1,S̄2
r2 = r1 − r1⋉̌S:S̄1,S̄2

r2 (10)
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S2 = Title:event Time:quarter Location:city

r15 = Sport 3Q 2012 Rome t15,1

Fig. 9 A t-relation for Example 9.

Example 9 Consider t-relations r2 from Example 4

(Figure 5) and r5 from Example 7 (Figure 7). Their

upward antijoin r2✄̂cityr5 is the t-relation r15 shown in

Figure 9: Similarly, the downward antijoin r5✄̌airportr2
is an empty t-relation with schema S5.

4.2 Query equivalence in TRA

One of the main benefits of Relational Algebra is the

use of algebraic properties for query optimization. In
particular, equivalences allow transforming a relational

expression into an equivalent expression in which the

average size of the relations yielded by subexpressions

is smaller. Rewritings may be used, e.g., to break up an

application of an operator into several, smaller applica-
tions, or to move operators to more convenient places

in the expression (e.g., pushing selection and projection

through join). In analogy with the standard case, we are

now going to describe a collection of new equivalences
that can be used for query optimization in Taxonomy-

based Relational Algebra.

In the remainder of this section, we shall use, to-

gether with possible subscripts and primes, the letter

r to denote a t-relation, l for a level, A for a set of
attributes, and P for a (selection or join) predicate.

4.2.1 Upward and downward extension

Border cases
Let l be the level of an attribute in r. Then:

ε̂
l

l(r) = ε̌
l
l(r) = r (11)

Equivalence (11) shows that if the upper and lower level
of an extension coincide, then the extension is idle, both

for the upward and for the downward case. The proof

of (11) follows immediately from Definitions 8 and 9.

Idempotency
Let l be the level of an attribute in r such that l ≤L l

′

and l′′ ≤L l. Then:

ε̂
l′

l (ε̂
l′

l (r)) = ε̂
l′

l (r) (12)

ε̌
l
l′′(ε̌

l
l′′(r)) = ε̌

l
l′′(r) (13)

Equivalences (12) and (13) state that repeated applica-
tions of the same extension are idle, both for the upward

and for the downward case. Here, too, the proof follows

immediately from Definitions 8 and 9.

Duality

Let l be the level of an attribute in r such that l′ ≤L l.

Then:

ε̂
l

l′(ε̌
l
l′(r)) = ε̌

l
l′(r) (14)

The above Equivalence (14) shows that an upward ex-
tension is always idle after a downward extension on the

same levels. To prove (14), it suffices to consider that

the mapping from members of a lower level to members

of an upper level is many-to-one, so no new tuple can

be generated by the upward extension. Note, however,
that the downward extension after an upward extension

on the same levels is generally not redundant, since the

mapping from members of an upper level to members

of a lower level is one-to-many.

Commutativity

Let l1, l2 be levels of attributes of r, s.t. li ≤L l′i and

l′′i ≤L li, for i = 1, 2. Then:

ε̂
l′
2

l2
(ε̂

l′
1

l1
(r)) = ε̂

l′
1

l1
(ε̂

l′
2

l2
(r)) (15)

ε̌
l2
l′′
2

(ε̌
l1
l′′
1

(r)) = ε̌
l1
l′′
1

(ε̌
l2
l′′
2

(r)) (16)

The above Equivalences (15) and (16) state that two

extensions of the same kind can be swapped. Both fol-

low straightforwardly from Definitions 8 and 9.

Interplay with standard projection

Let l be the level of an attribute A in a relation r over
S s.t. l ≤L l′1 ≤L l

′
2 and l2 ≤L l1 ≤L l, and let Ap ⊆ S

s.t. Ap 6∋ A : l1 and Ap 6∋ A : l′1. Then:

πAp
ε̂
A:l′

2

A:l (r) = πAp
ε̂
A:l′

2

A:l′
1

(ε̂
A:l′

1

A:l (r)) (17)

πAp
ε̌
A:l
A:l2

(r) = πAp
ε̌
A:l1
A:l2

(ε̌
A:l
A:l1

(r)) (18)

Note that the outer πAp
in Equivalence (17) is neces-

sary, because, in case l 6= l′1 6= l′2, the left-hand sides
of the equivalences would be t-relations that do not in-

clude the attribute-level pair A : l′1, whereas the right-

hand sides would; therefore, projecting away A : l′1 is

essential. Similarly for Equivalence (18).

Let l be the level of an attribute A in a relation
r over S s.t. l ≤L l′ and l′′ ≤L l, and Ap ⊆ S s.t.

Ap 6∋ A : l′ and Ap 6∋ A : l′′. Then:

πAp
(ε̂

A:l′

A:l (r)) = ε̂
A:l′

A:l (πAp
(r)) (19)

πAp
(ε̌

A:l
A:l′′(r)) = ε̌

A:l
A:l′′(πAp

(r)) (20)
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Equivalences (19) and (20) show that, similarly to

Equivalences (17) and (18), it is also possible to swap

extension and standard projection provided that the

projection does not retain the added attribute.

Interplay with standard selection

Let l be the level of an attribute A in r s.t. l ≤L l
′ and

l′′ ≤L l, and P be a selection predicate that does not

refer either to A : l′ or A : l′′. Then:

σP (ε̂
A:l′

A:l (r)) = ε̂
A:l′

A:l (σP (r)) (21)

σP (ε̌
A:l
A:l′′(r)) = ε̌

A:l
A:l′′(σP (r)) (22)

Equivalences (21) and (22) show swapping of extension

and standard selection, when the added attribute-level

pair is immaterial to the selection predicate.

Interplay with standard join

Let l be the level of an attribute A in r1 but not r2 s.t.
l ≤L l′, l′′ ≤L l, and P be a join predicate that does

not refer either to A : l′ or A : l′′. Then:

ε̂
A:l′

A:l (r1⊲⊳P r2) = (ε̂
A:l′

A:l (r1))⊲⊳P r2 (23)

ε̌
A:l
A:l′′(r1⊲⊳P r2) = (ε̌

A:l
A:l′′(r1))⊲⊳P r2 (24)

Equivalences (23) and (24) show that extension can be

“pushed” through standard join. (Note that, if A : l was
in the schema of both r1 and r2, the extension should

be “pushed” through both sides of the join.)

Interplay with standard difference

Let l be the level of an attribute of r1 and r2, s.t. l ≤L l
′

and l′′ ≤L l. Then:

ε̂
l′

l (r1)− ε̂
l′

l (r2) = ε̂
l′

l (r1 − r2) (25)

ε̌
l
l′′(r1)− ε̌

l
l′′(r2) = ε̌

l
l′′(r1 − r2) (26)

The above Equivalences (25) and (26) state that ex-

tension can be “pushed” through standard difference,

too. To prove these equivalences, it suffices to observe

that upward extension adds an attribute, and that the

single value (upward case) or set of values (downward
case) added for that attribute functionally depends on

the value at level l.

4.2.2 Upward and downward selection

Idempotency

Let l be the level of an attribute A of r s.t. l ≤L l
′ and

l′′ ≤L l, where l
′ is the level of m′ and l′′ of m′′. Then:

σ̂A:l=m′(σ̂A:l=m′(r)) = σ̂A:l=m′(r) (27)

σ̌A:l=m′′(σ̌A:l=m′′(r)) = σ̌A:l=m′′(r) (28)

Equivalences (27) and (28) state that repeated ap-

plications of the same t-selection are idle, both for the

upward and for the downward case. To prove (27), con-

sider that, by (1), the left-hand side of the equivalence

can be written as:

πS(σA:l′ =m′(ε̂
A:l′

A:l (πS(σA:l′ =m′(ε̂
A:l′

A:l (r))))))

where S is the schema of r. The innermost πS can
be moved outside the upward selection by using equiva-

lence (19) if l 6= l′ or equivalence (11) if l = l′. By using

standard properties of the relational operators, the in-

nermost πS can also be moved outside the outermost

selection, and eliminated by idempotency:

πS(σA:l′ =m′(ε̂
A:l′

A:l (σA:l′ =m′(ε̂
A:l′

A:l (r)))))

Now, equivalence (21) allows swapping selection and

upward extension provided that the selection predicate

does not refer to the attribute-level pair introduced

by ε̂. This condition is only required to make sure
that, after the swap, the selection refers to an exist-

ing attribute-level pair. Therefore, equivalence (21) can

be used here to move the innermost selection outside

the outermost ε̂, although A : l′ = m′ is a predicate
that clearly refers to A : l′ (l′ being the level of m′),

since A : l′ is already introduced by the innermost ε̂.

By idempotency of both standard selection and upward

extension (as of equivalence (12)), we obtain:

πS(σA:l′ =m′(ε̂
A:l′

A:l (r)))

which, by (1), corresponds to the right-hand side
of (27). Analogously for (28).

Commutativity

σ̂l2:A2 =m2
(σ̂l1:A1 =m1

(r)) =

σ̂l1:A1 =m1
(σ̂l2:A2 =m2

(r)) (29)

σ̌l2:A2 =m2
(σ̌l1:A1 =m1

(r)) =

σ̌l1:A1 =m1
(σ̌l2:A2 =m2

(r)) (30)

σ̌l2:A2 =m2
(σ̂l1:A1 =m1

(r)) =

σ̂l1:A1 =m1
(σ̌l2:A2 =m2

(r)) (31)

The above equivalences state that t-selection is com-

mutative, both for the upward and the downward case.

Moreover, an upward selection can be swapped with a

downward selection (and vice versa), as shown in equiv-
alence (31). The proof of these follows straightforwardly

from commutativity of standard selection and interplay

of extension and standard selection.
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4.2.3 Upward and downward join

Relationship between upward and downward join

The first equivalence easily follows from the definitions

and refers to a special but important case in which the

join is over t-relations whose schemas are ordered. Let

r1 and r2 be a pair of t-relations defined over S1 and
S2, respectively. If S1 ≤S S2 then:

r1⊲̌⊳S1
r2 = r1⊲̂⊳S2

r2 (32)

Pushing upward and downward selection through up-

ward and downward join

Let A : l be in the schema S1 of r1 but not in the

schema S2 of r2, and Clow and Cup be a lower and an
upper bound of C1 ⊆ S1 and C2 ⊆ S2. Then:

σ̂A:l=m(r1⊲̂⊳Cup:C1,C2
r2) =

(σ̂A:l=mr1)⊲̂⊳Cup:C1,C2
r2 (33)

σ̂A:l=m(r1⊲̌⊳Clow:C1,C2
r2) =

(σ̂A:l=mr1)⊲̌⊳Clow:C1,C2
r2 (34)

σ̌A:l=m(r1⊲̂⊳Cup:C1,C2
r2) =

(σ̌A:l=mr1)⊲̂⊳Cup:C1,C2
r2 (35)

σ̌A:l=m(r1⊲̌⊳Clow:C1,C2
r2) =

(σ̌A:l=mr1)⊲̌⊳Clow:C1,C2
r2 (36)

The above equivalences (33)-(36) indicate that a t-selec-

tion can be “pushed” through a t-join on the side that

involves the attribute-level pair used in the selection.
To prove the equivalences, it suffices to use (1)-(4) and

the properties of standard operators.

Pushing standard projection through upward and down-

ward join

Let ri be a t-relation over Si for i = 1, 2, Clow and

Cup be a lower and an upper bound of C1 ⊆ S1 and
C2 ⊆ S2, L be a subset of S1∪S2, and Li = Ci∪(L\Si)

for i = 1, 2. Then:

πL(r1⊲̂⊳Cup:C1,C2
r2) =

πL((πL1
r1)⊲̂⊳Cup:C1,C2

(πL2
r2)) (37)

πL(r1⊲̌⊳Clow:C1,C2
r2) =

πL((πL1
r1)⊲̌⊳Clow:C1,C2

(πL2
r2)) (38)

Equivalences (37) and (38) show how standard pro-

jection can be “pushed” through an upward or down-

ward join to both sides of the join by properly breaking
up the projection attributes into smaller sets. Again,

the equivalences follow immediately by applying (3)

and (4) together with the standard “push” of projec-

tion through join and through extension (as of equiva-
lences (19) and (20)).

From the above discussion, we have the following

correctness result.

Theorem 1 Equivalences (11)-(38) hold for any pos-

sible t-relation.

Theorem 1 together with the fact that tra is closed

entails that equivalences (11)-(38) can also be used to
test equivalence of complex t-expressions.

Preservation of partial order

Finally, we observe that some applications of the tra

operators preserve partial order between relations.

If r1 ≤r r2 then (ε̂
l′

l (r1)) ≤r r2 (39)

If r1 ≤r r2 then (ε̌
l
l′(r1)) ≤r r2 (40)

If r1 ≤r r2 then r1 ≤r (ε̂
l′

l (r2)) (41)

The implications (39)–(41) show that a partial order

r1 ≤r r2 is preserved both if r1 is (upward or down-
ward) extended and if r2 is upward extended. Note that

downward extending r2, instead, may not preserve the

order.

5 A Logical Query Language

In this section we present hdrc (H-Domain Relational

Calculus) an extension of the Domain Relational Cal-
culus (DRC) over t-relations. This language provides a

basis for a declarative query language over relational

databases, similar to SQL, that exploits taxonomies

defined on data domains and allows the relaxation of

query answering. Moreover, the comparison between
the logic language and the algebraic one allows us to

better understand their strengths and weaknesses in

terms of expressive power and finiteness of query an-

swers.

5.1 HDRC by examples

Intuitively, a t-query is a function from t-relations over

a set of input t-schemas to a t-relation over an output
t-schema, where the input and output t-schemas are

defined over the same taxonomy.

In Section 4 we have shown how a t-query can be

expressed in tra , a procedural language. Conversely,

an hdrc a t-query is specified by means of a declarative

expression of the following form:

{A1 : x1, . . . , An : xn | ψ(x1, . . . , xn)}

where A1 : x1, . . . , An : xn is called the target list,

A1, . . . , An are distinct attribute names, x1, . . . , xn are
distinct variables, and ψ(x, x1, . . . , xn) is a first-order

formula in which x1, . . . , xn are the only free variables.

As it happens in DRC, the formula ψ is composed by
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t-relations and atoms comparing variables with either

variables or constants. In addition, taxonomies between

values of data domains are taken into account by allow-

ing in ψ equality atoms that involve level mappings. As

for DRC, the result of a hdrc query is the set of t-tuples
c1, . . . , cn that, respectively substituted to x1, . . . , xn,

satisfy the formula ψ.

Example 10 Let us consider the t-relations r1 and r2 of

Example 4, reported also in Figure 10 for convenience.

The following query qhdrc1 involves r1 and retrieves

information about cultural events located in Milan.

qhdrc1 =
{ Title : x1 ,Author : x2 ,Time : x3 ,Location : x4 |

∃x3(r1(Title : x1 ,Author : x2 ,Time : x3 ,Location : x4 )

∧ lmap
city
theater(x4) = Milan) }

Query qhdrc1 returns {t1,1, t1,3}, the same result as the

tra query
σ̂Location=Milan(r1)

from Example 6.

As another example, the following query qhdrc2 in-

volves the t-relation r2 and retrieves the events located
in Milan on the same quarter as day 13/03/2012.

qhdrc2 = { Title : x1 ,Location : x3 |
∃x2(r2(Title : x1 ,Time : x2 ,Location : x3 )∧

x2 = lmap
quarter
day (13/03/2012)) }

The result is the same as that of the tra query

σ̌Time=13/03/2012(r2)

from Example 6, but without including the Time at-

tribute.

Finally, the following query qhdrc3 involves, again,

the t-relation r1 and the t-relation r5 of Example 7,

reported here for convenience:

S5 = Company:airline-company Location:airport

r5 = Alitalia Linate t5,1
Air France Roissy t5,2

qhdrc3 = { Event : x1 ,With : x5 |
∃x2, x3, x4, x6(r1(Title : x1 ,Author : x2 ,

T ime : x3, Location : x4)∧
r5(Company : x5 ,Location : x6 )∧

lmap
city
theater(x4) = lmap

city
airport(x6)) }

This query combines cultural events with airlines that

have flights to the same city as the events and is similar

in spirit to query r1⊲̂⊳cityr5 from Example 7 (its result
only includes the Title and Company attributes, which

are renamed as Event and With, respectively).

5.2 HDRC: syntax and semantics

We now formally introduce the language hdrc.

Let us fix a set of t-schemas S for a taxonomy T .

For each h-domain h = {L,≤L,LM} in T and for each
level l in L, we assume the existence of a countable set

of variables of type l. The terms and their respective

types are inductively defined as follows.

– A variable of type l is a term of type l;

– a value in M(l) (the members of l) is a term of type

l;

– if t is a term of type l′ and l′ ≤L l, then lmap
l
l′(t)

is a term of type l;
– nothing else is a term of type l.

Atoms are defined as follows:

– if t and t′ are terms of the same type then t = t′ is

an atom,

– if r is a t-relation over a t-schema S = {A1 : l1, . . .,

An : ln} ∈ S and x1, . . . , xn are variables of type
l1, . . . , ln, respectively, then r(A1 : x1, . . . , An : xn)

is an atom;

– nothing else is an atom.

Finally, the formulas are defined as follows.

– An atom is a formula in which all variables are free;

– if ψ1 and ψ2 are formulas, then (ψ1) ∧ (ψ2), (ψ1) ∨
(ψ2), and ¬(ψ1) are formulas (where parentheses are

omitted when no ambiguity may arise); each vari-

able is free (bound) in them if it is free (bound) in

the subformula where it appears;

– if ψ is a formula and x is a variable, then ∃x(ψ)
and ∀x(ψ) are formulas; the variable x is bound in

them, any other variable is free (bound) if it is free

(bound) in the subformula where it appears;

– nothing else is a formula.

A hdrc query over S is an expression of the form

{A1 : x1, . . . , An : xn | ψ(x1, . . . , xn)}

where ψ(x1, . . . , xn) is a formula having x1, . . . , xn as

distinct free variables. The expression A1 : x1, . . . , An :
xn is called the target list.

The result of a hdrc query q of the above form with
respect to a t-database over S is the set of t-tuples

c1, . . . , cn that, respectively substituted to x1, . . . , xn,

satisfy the formula ψ. The notion of satisfaction of a

formula with respect to a substitution s and a set of
t-relations is defined in the usual way, with the only

observation that variables must vary over values of the

corresponding types.
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S1 = Title:cultural-event Author:artist Time:day Location:theater

r1 = Romeo & Juliet Prokofiev 13/04/2012 La Scala t1,1
Carmen Bizet 24/05/2012 Opéra Garnier t1,2
Requiem Verdi 28/03/2012 La Scala t1,3
La bohème Puccini 09/04/2012 Opéra Garnier t1,4

S2 = Title:event Time:quarter Location:city

r2 = Concert 1Q 2012 Milan t2,1
Ballet 2Q 2012 Milan t2,2
Sport 3Q 2012 Rome t2,3
Opera 2Q 2012 Paris t2,4

Fig. 10 T-relations and t-schemas for Example 10.

5.3 Taxonomy independence and expressive power

As in traditional Domain Relational Calculus, there are

hdrc expressions involving negation that depend on

the domain.

Example 11 The result of the expression qhdrcdep , shown

below, defined over the input t-schema:

S1 = {Title : culturalEvent,Author : artist,

T ime : day, Location : theater}

is a t-relation with one tuple for each of the members of

the culturalEvent level of the Event h-domain that does
not occur in Milan, according to the actual content of

the queried t-database.

qhdrcdep = { Event : x1 |

¬(∃x2(∃x3(∃x4(r1(Title : x1 ,Author : x2 ,
T ime : x3, Location : x4)∧

lmap
city
theater(x4) = Milan)))) }

It is well known that this property is highly undesir-

able since, if the domain changes without affecting the

database, the result may change. Moreover, and even

worse, if the domain is infinite, the result may be an
infinite set of t-tuples. Thus, since t-queries are defined

as functions on the set of t-relations, it follows that the

expression qhdrcdep from Example 11 defines a different

t-query for each different domain.

Let us then introduce a notion of domain indepen-

dence in our framework. We say that a taxonomy T is
compatible with a t-database d and an expression E of

a query language L if: (i) d is a t-database for T and

(ii) T includes all the values occurring in E. We then

denote by ET (d) the application of an expression E of
L to a t-database d for a taxonomy T .

Definition 16 (H-domain independence) We say

that an expression E of a query language L is h-domain

independent if for any t-database d and for any pair

of taxonomies T and T ′ compatible with d and E,

ET (d) = ET ′(d). A language is h-domain independent
if all its expressions are h-domain independent.

The expression qhdrcdep from Example 11 shows that

hdrc is not h-domain independent. Unfortunately, dif-

ferently from traditional Relational Algebra, which is a

domain-independent query language, it turns out that
tra is not a h-domain independent language either.

Example 12 Let us consider t-relation r1 of Example 4

and assume that the theater “La Scala”, located in Mi-

lan, is moved to Venice. Then, the result of the ex-

pression σ̂City=Milan(r1) would change even if the actual
content of r1 does not change.

Actually, this behavior is not surprising: it depends

on the fact that the upward and downward extension

operators generate new values, not occurring in the

original t-database d. However, it turns out that, in
a significant number of cases, this situation is somehow

under control since the answer to a query depends ex-

clusively on a small set of values outside d: those that

can be obtained by applying a bounded number of times
the level mappings of the taxonomy on which d is de-

fined. We will make this more precise by replacing the

above notion of h-domain independence by a new notion

of taxonomy independence. Some preliminary concepts

are needed.

Definition 17 (Induced mapping) Let T be a tax-

onomy and let C be a set of values taken from T . The

mapping LMT (C) induced by T on C is defined as the

following set of pairs:

LMT (C) = {v1:l1 7→ v2:l2 | ∃v1 ∈ C, ∃lmapl2l1 in T :

lmap
l2
l1
(v1) = v2}

Note that the induced mapping obtained as in Def-

inition 17 refers to all possible mappings between any

two levels l1 and l2 in the taxonomy such that l1 ≤L l2.
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Moreover, since in our data model a taxonomy is com-

posed by a finite number of h-domains each of which

is organized into a finite number of levels (see Defini-

tion 1), as long as C is finite, the induced mapping is

also a finite set, even if the h-domains are populated by
infinite members.

Following common database practice, we call active

domain of a t-database d for a taxonomy T the set

of values in T that appear in some t-tuple of some t-
relation of d. Moreover, given a t-database d and an

expression E, we call the active domain of d and E,

denoted by adom(d,E), the union of the active domain

of d and the set of values that appear in E.

Now we want to define an expression E to be taxon-
omy-independent if it depends only on the mapping in-

duced by T on the values occurring in adom(d,E). A

technical notion is needed.

Definition 18 (Agreement) Given a t-database d,

an expression E, and a pair of taxonomies T and T ′, we

say that T agrees with T ′ on d and E if: (i) T and T ′ are

compatible with d and E, and (ii) LMT (adom(d,E)) =
LMT ′(adom(d,E)).

Example 13 Consider two taxonomies T and T ′, both
with a single h-domain on two levels l1 and l2 such that

l1 ≤L l2 and with

M(l1) = {1, 2, 3}
M(l2) = {a, b, c}.

In T the level mappings are such that

lmap
l2
l1
(1) = a

lmap
l2
l1
(2) = b

lmap
l2
l1
(3) = c,

whereas in T ′ we have

lmap
l2
l1
(1) = a

lmap
l2
l1
(2) = c

lmap
l2
l1
(3) = b.

Consider the two databases d and d′ consisting of a
single t-relation r over a schema S = A : l1 shown

below:

d =

{

r =
A : l1
1

}

d′ =

{

r =
A : l1
2

}

Finally, consider the expression E = ε̂
A:l2
A:l1

(r). T and

T ′ agree on d and E, since (i) T and T ′ are compat-
ible with d and E, and (ii) the mapping induced by

T on adom(d,E) (note that E involves no constant)

is {1:l1 7→ a:l2} and coincides with the mapping in-

duced by T ′. However, T and T ′ do not agree on d′

and E, since the mapping induced by T on adom(d,E)

is {2:l1 7→ b:l2}, while the mapping induced by T ′ is

{2:l1 7→ c:l2}.

We are now ready to introduce our notion of inde-

pendence of the taxonomy.

Definition 19 (Taxonomy independence) An ex-

pressionE of a query language L is taxonomy-independ-

ent if, for any t-database d and for any pair of tax-
onomies T and T ′ that agree on d and E, we have

ET (d) = ET ′(d). A language is taxonomy-independent

if all its expressions are taxonomy-independent.

Yet, we have a negative result for tra.

Lemma 1 tra is not taxonomy-independent.

Proof Consider a taxonomy T consisting of just one h-

domain h with two levels l1 and l2 such that: l1 ≤L l2,

M(l1) = {1, 2}, M(l2) = {a, b}, and lmap
l2
l1

maps 1 to

a and 2 to b. Now consider a t-database d consisting
of a single t-relation r over a t-schema S = A : l2 as

shown below:

r =

A : l2
a

b

Then the expression E = ε̌
A:l2
A:l1

(r) is not taxonomy-

independent. To show this it is sufficient to consider
another taxonomy T ′ that is identical to T , except for

the fact that lmap
l2
l1

maps 1 to b and 2 to a. Then,

T and T ′ agree on d and E (since there is no level l

in h such that l2 ≤L l) but ET (d) =
A : l2 A : l1
a 1

b 2

6=
A : l2 A : l1
a 2

b 1

= ET ′(d).

The consequences of the lack of taxonomy indepen-

dence become even more dramatic if, in the example of
the proof of Lemma 1, the lower level l1 has infinitely

many members, each of which maps to either a or b

(e.g., the members of l1 are positive integers with the

even numbers mapping to a and the odd numbers map-
ping to b) since, in this case, the result of E would be

an infinite number of tuples.

The proof above shows that the downward extension

can make an expression dependent of the taxonomy.

This is indeed true also for the downward join and the

downward difference, but not for the downward selec-
tion and for all the upward versions of the taxonomic

operators. In fact, we have the following positive result

that precisely defines the safe portion of tra.

Lemma 2 tra
− = tra − {ε̌, ⊲̌⊳, −̌} is the maximal

subset of tra that is taxonomy-independent.
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Proof In the proof of Lemma 1 we showed that there

are expressions using the downward extension oper-

ator ε̌ that are not taxonomy-independent. A simi-

lar argument can be used for the downward join ⊲̌⊳

and the downward difference −̌. In particular, con-
sider two taxonomies T and T ′ over a single h-domain

h with levels l1, l2, and l3 such that l3 ≤L l1 and

l3 ≤L l2, with M(l1) = {a1, b1}, M(l2) = {a2, b2},
and M(l3) = {a3, b3}. In T , we have lmap

l1
l3
(a3) = a1,

lmap
l2
l3
(a3) = a2, lmap

l1
l3
(b3) = b1, and lmap

l2
l3
(b3) =

b2; in T ′, we have lmap
l1
l3
(a3) = a1, lmap

l2
l3
(a3) = b2,

lmap
l1
l3
(b3) = b1, and lmap

l2
l3
(b3) = a2. Consider now

the expression E = r1⊲̌⊳l3:l1,l2r2 over the following

database d:

d =

{

r1 =
A : l1
a1

, r2 =
A : l2
a2

}

Clearly, T and T ′ agree on d and E, since there is no

level l in h such that l1 ≤L l or l2 ≤L l. However,

ET (d) =
A : l1 A : l2
a1 a2

6= ∅ = ET ′(d), which proves

that ⊲̌⊳ is not taxonomy-independent. Along the same

lines, consider the expression E′ = r1−̌l3r2. We have

E′T (d) = ∅ 6=
A : l1
a1

= E′T ′(d), which proves that −̌

is not taxonomy-independent either.

By Definition 8, ε̂ is clearly a taxonomy-

independent operator, since the level mappings are only

used upwards, starting from the values in the input rela-
tion. Therefore, the evaluation of an upward extension

will necessarily be the same with respect to any two

taxonomies that agree on the input relation. In addi-

tion, by using the equivalences (1), (3) and (5) in Sec-

tion 4, we can see that σ̂ , ⊲̂⊳ and −̂ are also taxonomy-

independent, since they can be rewritten in terms of ε̂

and the classical (trivially taxonomy-independent) RA

operators. Finally, as in the case of ε̂, the downward se-
lection operator σ̌ is also taxonomy-independent, since,

as of Definition 11, the level mappings are only used

upwards, starting from a value (m) present in the ex-

pression.

Let us call ti-hdrc the language formed by the

hdrc expressions that are taxonomy-independent. Un-

fortunately, from the fact that the problem of testing

domain-independence of classical relational calculus ex-
pressions is undecidable, it easily follows that it is also

undecidable to determine whether an hdrc expression

is taxonomy-independent. However, as it happens in the

traditional setting, we can define a restricted version of
hdrc, called safe hdrc and denoted by hdrc

safe , that

allows us to formulate taxonomy-independent expres-

sions only.

Definition 20 (hdrcsafe) hdrcsafe consists of exactly

the hdrc expressions {A1 : x1, . . . , An : xn | ψ} such

that the formula ψ satisfies the following conditions:

1. the ∀ quantifier does not occur in ψ;

2. in any disjunctive subformula of ψ of the form ψ1 ∨
ψ2, ψ1 and ψ2 have the same set of free variables;

3. in any maximal conjunctive subformula of ψ of the

form ψ1 ∧ . . .∧ψn all free variables are bounded, in

the following sense:

– if a variable x occurs in a formula ψi, where ψi

is not negated (i.e., is not of the form ¬ψ′i) and
is not an equality atom (i.e., is not of the form

t = t′), then x is bounded;

– if a variable x occurs in a formula ψi, where ψi is

of the form x = a or a = x, where a is a constant
value, then x is bounded;

– if a variable x occurs in a formula ψi, where ψi is

of the form x = y or y = x, where y is a bounded

variable, then x is bounded;

– if a variable x occurs in a formula ψi, where ψi

is of the form x = lmap
l′

l (y) or lmap
l′

l (y) =

x, where y is a bounded variable, then x is

bounded.

4. a negated subformula ¬ψ′ only occurs in ψ in a con-
junction of formulas, as discussed in item 3 (that is,

it must be part of a larger subformula of the form:

ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψi ∧ ¬ψ′ ∧ ψi+1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn).

The following result shows that the restriction to safe

query expressions does not limit the expressiveness of

the language.

Lemma 3 Any taxonomy-independent hdrc expres-

sion can be expressed in hdrc
safe .

Proof Let E = {τ | ψ} be a hdrc query over a set

of t-schemas S for a taxonomy T . We prove the claim

by showing that if E is taxonomy independent then

it can be converted into a query Ê = {τ | ψ̂} such
that: (i) ψ̂ satisfies the conditions of Definition 20 and

(ii) Ê is equivalent to E, i.e., ET (d) = ÊT (d) for every

t-database d for T over S.

First of all, by considering the known equivalences
existing between logical connectives and quantifiers, we

can transform the formula ψ into an equivalent formula

ψ′ in which the ∀ quantifier and the ∨ connective do not

occur. Specifically, this can be done by recursively sub-

stituting in ψ the expressions φ1 ∨ φ2 by ¬(¬φ1 ∧ ¬φ2)
and the expressions ∀x(φ) by ¬(∃x(¬(φ))). Note that

this step eliminates all disjunctions from ψ; however,

new disjunctions may appear in subsequent transforma-

tions of the formula, which we shall describe next. Yet,
all new occurrences of disjunctions will comply with the

safeness requirements specified in condition 2 of Defini-

tion 20.
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Our proof can now proceed as follows. First we show

how to build a logical formula ηl(x) that holds if and

only if x is substituted with any of the members of

level l that can be obtained from adom(d,E) via the

level mappings: such members are precisely the values
of level l that can be “reached” from the values in the

active domain of d or from the constants used in the

expression E. Then, we use ηl to modify ψ′ so as to

force every variable of type l to range over the reach-
able members of level l. In this way, all boundedness

requirements from Definition 20 are met. Finally, we

show that, if, as assumed, the initial expression E is

taxonomy independent, then it is equivalent to the ob-

tained expression Ê.

For convenience, we first introduce a technical no-

tion. Given a set of values C and a level l of an h-domain

of T , let us call the projection on l of C, denoted by

proj
l
↑(C), the set of members v of l such that there is

a value in C that is mapped to v by some level mapping
of T . In symbols:

proj
l
↑(C) =

{v ∈M(l) | ∃v′ ∈ C, ∃lmapl2
l1
in T : lmapl2l1(v

′) = v}.

With this, we can now build a hdrc formula ηl(x)
with only one free variable x of type l such that, for

every t-database d for T , ηl(x) is true on a substitution

s if and only if the value of s on x is an element of

proj
l
↑(adom(d,E)). This is done as follows.

For every t-schema Si = {Ai,1 : li,1, . . . , Ai,j : li,j ,
. . . , Ai,ki

: li,ki
} in S = {S1, . . . , Sr} such that li,j ≤L l,

we define a formula φlAi,j
(x) with free variable x that,

for every t-database, is true on a substitution s if and

only if s(x) is in the projection on l of the values oc-
curring in r.Ai,j , that is: s(x) ∈ proj

l
↑(πAi,j

(r)). As

an example, if S1 = {A1,1 : l1,1, . . . , A1,k : l1,k} and

l1,1 ≤L l, then the formula φlA1,1
(x) is:

φlA1,1
(x) = ∃x1,2(. . . ∃x1,k(r(A1,1 : x1,1, . . . , A1,k : x1,k))

. . .) ∧ (lmapll1,1(x1,1) = x)

Clearly, the formula

ηld(x) =
∨

1 ≤ i ≤ r

1 ≤ j ≤ ki

φlAi,j
(x),

defined as the disjunction of all the φlAi,j
’s, is true on s

if and only if s(x) belongs to the projection on l of the

active domain of d.

Similarly, if E involves the values v1, . . . , vq of levels

l1, . . . , lq, respectively, such that li ≤L l for 1 ≤ i ≤ q,
the formula ηlE(x) defined as:

ηlE(x) = (x = lmap
l
l1
(v1)) ∨ . . . ∨ (x = lmap

l
lq
(vq))

is true on s if and only if s(x) is one of lmapll1(v1), . . .,

lmap
l
lq
(vq).

With this, we can introduce the notation ηl(x) =

ηld(x)∨η
l
E(x), which is true on s if and only if the value

of s on x is an element of projl↑(adom(d,E)).

Now we modify formula ψ′ so that the range of each

variable x of type l is specified by the formula ηl(x). Let

x1, . . . , xn be the free variables of the query E = {τ |
ψ′} of types l1, . . . , ln, respectively, and let

Ê = {τ | ηl1(x1) ∧ . . . ∧ η
ln(xn) ∧ ψ

′′},

where ψ′′ is obtained from ψ′ as follows: (i) the quanti-

fied subformulas ∃x(φ), where x is of type l, are recur-

sively substituted by ∃x(ηl(x)∧φ), and (ii) the negated

subformulas ¬φ that do not occur in a conjunction of
formulas are recursively substituted by ηl1(y1) ∧ . . . ∧
ηlp(yp) ∧ ¬φ, where y1, . . . , yp are the free variables of

φ of types l1, . . . , lp, respectively.

We claim that Ê is the desired result since: (a) Ê

is an hdrc
safe expression and (b) if E is taxonomy

independent, then Ê is equivalent to E.

Part (a) follows from the fact that, by construction:

(i) the ∀ quantifiers have been eliminated in the first

step, (ii) disjunctions only occur in the subformulas

ηl(x) that involve the same free variable x of type l, (iii)
the maximal conjunctive subformula of ψ′′ is ψ′′ itself

and all the free variables occurring in it are bounded

by the formulas φlAi,j
, and (iv) all negated subformulas

occur in a conjunction of formulas, according to the last
step of the transformation.

For part (b) of the claim above we observe that if E

is taxonomy independent, then it can be equivalently

evaluated on any two taxonomies that agree on E and

the underlying t-database. Then, for each t-database
d for a taxonomy T , let T ′ be the restriction of T in-

volving only the values in the active domain of d and

the mappings induced by T on adom(d,E). Clearly T ′

agrees with T on d and E and therefore the evaluation

of E on T ′ produces the same result as the evaluation of
E on T . Now, the difference between E and Ê is in the

subformulas that force the variables to vary only in the

projections of adom(d,E), which are clearly included

in T ′ by definition. It follows that ET ′(d) = ÊT ′(d) and
that Ê is also taxonomy independent. Therefore, for

every t-database, the results of the E and E′′ coincide,

and so they are equivalent.

As usual, we say that a query language L1 is at least

as expressive as another query language L2, in symbols
L1 ⊒ L2, if for each query q of L2 there exists an equiv-

alent query q′ of L1. If both L1 ⊒ L2 and L2 ⊒ L1 then

we say that L1 and L2 are equivalent.
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We have the following “completeness” result that

summarizes the relationships between the safe portions

of the various query languages that we have defined.

Theorem 2 The following languages are equivalent.

– tra
−

– ti-hdrc

– hdrc
safe

Proof We show that ti-hdrc ⊒ tra
− and that

tra
− ⊒ hdrc

safe . The claim then follows from the

fact that, by Lemma 3, hdrcsafe ⊒ ti-hdrc.

ti-hdrc ⊒ tra
−. Let Ea be a tra

− expression. The

proof proceeds by induction on the number of operators

used in Ea and derives an hdrc expression Ec that is

equivalent to Ea. Since Ea is taxonomy independent by

Lemma 2, it follows that Ec is also taxonomy indepen-
dent and so it actually belongs to ti-hdrc.

Basis. In the base case Ea does not involve any operator

and so Ea = r, where r is a t-relation over a t-schema

S = {A1 : l1, . . . , An : ln}. Then, the hdrc expression

equivalent to Ea is trivially: Ec = {A1 : x1, . . . , An :

xn | r(A1 : x1, . . . , An : xn)}.
Induction. We consider the various cases for the top-
level operator assuming that the tra

− subexpressions

on which the operator is applied have equivalent hdrc

expressions. We also assume that Ea only involves the

operators of renaming, projection, union, (standard) se-
lection, (standard) join, (standard) difference, upward

extension, and downward selection. This assumption

entails no loss of generality since, using the equiva-

lences (1)-(6) in Section 4, we can transform any tra
−

expression into an equivalent expression in which all
the other operators are not present. We also assume

that in Ea the operands of the join operator (if any)

do not have attributes in common (and so the join is

actually a cartesian product) since any join involving
operands with common attributes can be transformed

into a cartesian product followed by a selection.

Let us start with the unary operators. Let E′c =

{A1 : x1, . . . , An : xn | ψ} be the hdrc expression

equivalent to the tra
− expression E′a.

– Ea = ρf (E
′
a): then Ec = {f(A1) : x1, . . . , f(An) :

xn | ψ};
– Ea = πA2,...,An

(E′a): then Ec = {A2 : x2, . . . , An :

xn | ψ};
– Ea = σAi=c(E

′
a): then Ec = {A1 : x1, . . . , An : xn |

ψ ∧ (xi = c)};
– Ea = σAi=Aj

(E′a): then Ec = {A1 : x1, . . . , An :

xn | ψ ∧ (xi = xj)};

– Ea = ε̂
Ai:lj
Ai:li

(E′a): then Ec = {A1 : x1, . . . , An :

xn, Ai : x | ψ ∧ (x = lmap
lj
li
(xi))};

– Ea = σ̌Ai:l= c(E
′
a): then Ec = {A1 : x1, . . . , An :

xn | ψ ∧ (xi = lmap
li
l (c))}.

For union and difference let E′c = {A1 : x1, . . . , An :

xn | ψ′} and E′′c = {A1 : y1, . . . , An : yn | ψ′′} be the

hdrc expressions equivalent to the tra
− expressions

E′a and E′′a , respectively.

– If Ea = E′a ∪ E′′a then Ec = {A1 : x1, . . . , An : xn |
ψ′∨ψ′′′} where ψ′′′ is obtained from ψ′′ by renaming

x1, . . . , xn to y1, . . . , yn respectively;
– If Ea = E′a − E′′a then Ec = {A1 : x1, . . . , An :

xn | ψ′ ∧ ¬ψ′′′} where ψ′′′ is obtained from ψ′′ by

renaming y1, . . . , yn to x1, . . . , xn respectively.

For the join operator let E′c = {A1 : x1, . . . , An : xn |
ψ′} and E′′c = {B1 : y1, . . . , Bm : ym | ψ′′} be the hdrc

expressions equivalent to the tra− expressions E′a and

E′′a , respectively (since they do not have attributes in

common, we can assume that E′c and E′′c have disjoint

sets of free variables).

– If Ea = E′a⊲⊳E
′′
a then Ec = {A1 : x1, . . . , An :

xn, B1 : y1, . . . , Bm : ym | ψ′ ∧ ψ′′}.

This completes the first part of the proof.

tra
− ⊒ hdrc

safe . Let Ec = {A1 : x1, . . . , An : xn | ψ}
be a hdrc

safe expression. Also in this case, the proof

proceeds by induction on the number of connectives and

quantifiers used in ψ and derives a tra
− expression Ea

that is equivalent to Ec. We also assume, without loss

of generality, that in ψ the constant values only occur
in atoms of the form (x = v).

A preliminary concept is needed. For each free vari-

able x of type l occurring in ψ, we denote by Ex the
tra

− expression that, for each t-database d, produces

as a result a t-relation over a single attribute named

x that includes the projection on l of the active do-

main of d and Ec, as defined in the proof of Lemma 3,

i.e.: Ex = proj
l
↑(adom(d,Ec)). This expression can be

built as follows: we first apply the upward extension

ε̂
A:l

A:l′ to all the t-relations having an attribute A over

a level l′ ≤L l, we rename the new attribute A : l as
x : l, we then project on the new attribute x, and we

finally take the union of all the results and, if any, of

the members of level l reachable from the values oc-

curring in Ec. For example, if the t-database contains
two t-relations r1 and r2 over S1 = {A1 : l1} and

S2 = {A2 : l2}, respectively, Ec involves the value 3

of level l3 ≤L l such that lmapll3(3) = 4, and the type

of a variable x in Ec is a level l such that l1 ≤L l

and l2 ≤L l, then Ex = πx(ρx:l←A1:l(ε̂
A1:l

A1:l1
(r1))) ∪

πx(ρx:l←A2:l(ε̂
A2:l

A2:l2
(r2))) ∪ {〈4〉}.

We can start now with the inductive proof. To sim-

plify the construction, in the induction we first build
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a tra
− expression equivalent to Ec with an output t-

schema whose attributes are named as the free vari-

ables x1, . . . , xn occurring in ψ. Then, we shall obtain

Ea from E by a straightforward renaming of the at-

tributes.
Basis. In the base case ψ is a maximal conjunction

ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψk of atoms. We build for each ψi a tra
−

expression Ei as follows:

– if ψi = r(A1 : x1 . . . An : xn) then

Ei = ρx1...xn←A1...An
(r),

– if ψi = (x = v) then Ei = σx=v(Ex),

– if ψi = (x = y) then Ei = σx=y(Ex⊲⊳Ey),
– if ψi = (lmapl

′

l (x) = y) then

Ei = ρy:l′←x:l′(ε̂
x:l′

x:l (Ex))⊲⊳Ey, and

– if ψi = (lmapll1(x) = lmap
l
l2
(y)) then

Ei = πxy(ρz:l←x:l(ε̂
x:l

x:l1
(Ex))⊲⊳ρz:l←y:l(ε̂

y:l

y:l2
(Ey))).

Then, we have that Ea = E1⊲⊳ . . .⊲⊳Ek.

Induction. Since universal quantifiers are not allowed

in hdrc
safe expressions and negation can only appear

within conjunctions, we have only three cases:

– ψ = ∃x(ψ′): let x, x1, . . . , xn be the free variables

of ψ′ and, according to the inductive hypothesis, let

E′ be the tra− expression equivalent to {x : x, x1 :
x1, . . . , xn : xn | ψ′}; then: Ea = πx1...xn

(E′);

– ψ = ψ1 ∨ ψ2: let x1 . . . xn be the free variables of

ψ1 and ψ2 (they are the same by Definition 20) and

let E1 and E2 be the tra
− expressions equivalent

to {x1 : x1, . . . , xn : xn | ψ1} and {x1 : x1, . . . , xn :

xn | ψ2} respectively; then Ea = E1 ∪ E2;

– ψ is a maximal conjunction of the form ψ1∧. . .∧ψn:

intuitively, given the tra
− expressions E1, . . . , En

equivalent to {x1,1 : x1,1, . . . , x1,l1 : x1,l1 | ψ1}, . . .,
{xn,1 : xn,1, . . . , xn,ln : xn,ln | ψn} respectively,

the expression Ea corresponds to the intersection

of E1, . . . , En; however, the formulas ψ1, . . . , ψn are

not necessarily defined on the same free variables;
therefore, in order to obtain compatible expres-

sions, if a formula ψi has a set of free variables

Z = {z1, . . ., zk}, we need to extend the equiva-

lent tra
− expression Ei to the set of all free vari-

ables X occurring in ψ1, . . . , ψn by means of an
expression of the form: Ēi = Ei⊲⊳Ew1

⊲⊳ . . .⊲⊳Ewl
,

where {w1 . . . wl} = X − Z; in the case in which

ψi is negative (i.e., it is of the form ¬ψ′i), then

Ēi = ((Ez1⊲⊳ . . .⊲⊳Ezk) − E′i)⊲⊳Ew1
⊲⊳ . . .⊲⊳Ewl

where E′i is the tra
− expression equivalent to {z1 :

z1, . . . , zk : zk | ψ′i}; the final tra− expression is

then obtained by joining all the subexpressions ob-

tained in this way, i.e.: Ea = Ē1⊲⊳ . . .⊲⊳Ēn.

This completes the induction. Let now E be the tra
−

expression obtained as a result: it is indeed defined over

a set of attributes named as the free variables of the

original hdrcsafe expression Ec = {A1 : x1, . . . , An :

xn | ψ}. The final tra− expression can be obtained

from E by a straightforward renaming:

Ea = ρA1...An←x1...xn
(E).

6 Discussion

In this section, we report a few observations that em-

phasize the impact, the consequences and the possible

further developments of our work.

6.1 Efficient implementation of taxonomic operators

We have introduced several operators offering a full-
fledged suite of tools for querying databases with tax-

onomies. Upward and downward extension are the cen-

tral operators in that they are sufficient to capture all

the other taxonomic operators (see Equations (1)-(6)).
However, for certain operators, a direct implementa-

tion that is not based on the extension operators may

be preferable for efficiency reasons.

For example, this is apparent for the downward se-
lection operator, whose rewriting shown in Equation (2)

uses an operator that is not taxonomy-independent (ε̌),

although σ̌ itself is taxonomy-independent. Indeed, in-

stead of first extending the relation downwards to then

perform a classical selection, as suggested by the equiv-
alence shown in Equation (2), it may be more conve-

nient to map the member of the lower level into the

upper level and then use the obtained value for com-

parison, as suggested in the very definition of downward
selection (Definition 11).

Taxonomy independence may not be the only issue.

Think for example of an upward selection of the form

σ̂A:l=m(r), where m is an extremely selective value for
the upper level and r is a large relation; if statistics

about value distribution in the taxonomy are available

at the DBMS site, we might prefer an execution of the

selection that first maps m downwards and then com-
pares the (few) obtained values with those in r.

In general, statistical knowledge about the data and

the taxonomy may enable an efficiency-aware use of the

equivalence rewritings discussed in Section 4.

6.2 Schema agnosticism

A language supporting query relaxation may need to

provide users with a tool that allows them to formulate

their queries without fully knowing the schema of the
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database and all the possible levels of representation of

the data.

Along these lines, a first step towards offering users

a high-level and transparent language, with the ability

to simplify the specification of queries, would consist of
giving the possibility to write queries in which some of

the levels are left unspecified. As a first, very simple ex-

ample consider a t-selection written, e.g., as σ̂A=m(r),

i.e., where the user did not specify the level l at which
attribute A is stored in the database. Here we are not

merely resorting to a shorthand for the full notation

σ̂A:l=m(r), as we did in the previous sections, but are

rather emphasizing that the user is indeed unaware of

the level l used in the database and just wants to match
a value m with whatever is stored for attribute A.

Another example comes from the notion of natu-

ral join, which we may revisit in a relaxed, taxonomic

sense. In their purely relational version, natural joins

leave it to the “system” to properly match correspond-
ing attributes in the joined relations. In a taxonomic

version of natural join, the user may not want or not

be able to specify the level at which the attributes for

the joined relations must be compared. A taxonomic
natural join of the form r1⊲̂⊳r2 could therefore be con-

ceived as an instance of the standard taxonomic join

r1⊲̂⊳S:S̄1,S̄2
r2 in which the system is in charge both

of identifying two corresponding sets S̄1 and S̄2 with
equally named attributes in the joined relations (as hap-

pens in the standard natural join) and also of determin-

ing the upper bound S of S̄1 and S̄2 to be used for the

t-join, which defines the level(s) at which the attributes

of the joined relations must be compared. This requires
a way to automatically determine such a level S. The

most natural choice is to use minimal upper bounds for

upward joins and maximal lower bounds for downward

joins. As an example, one might want to do a natural
join between two relations, each with a Location at-

tribute, one at the theater level, the other at the airport

level, with no need to specify that their upper bound is

Location : city. In this sense, the natural upper join be-

tween relation r1 of Figure 5 and relation r5 of Figure 7
can be simply written as r1⊲̂⊳r5; the result is relation

r6, also shown in Figure 7.

As an aside, note that very often the minimal upper

bound is unique (and therefore a least upper bound)

and similarly for the maximal (thus greatest) lower
bound. However, in general, there might be more than

one such bound. In turn, this determines two possible

semantics for the natural join: a looser existential se-

mantics and a stricter universal semantics. In the for-
mer case, a join tuple is considered to be part of the re-

sult if it satisfies the join condition for at least one min-

imal upper bound (respectively, maximal lower bound);

in the latter case, a join tuple is in the result if it satis-

fies the join condition for all the minimal upper bounds

(respectively, maximal lower bounds). As further hinted

at in the next paragraph, the choice of the semantics

or, more generally, of the upper/lower bounds to use for
query relaxation may be determined through an inter-

action with the user, who is the ultimate judge of the

query intent and result.

A further step towards providing users with a high-

level access to a relational database would consist in

allowing users to write queries that are much closer

to natural language. For instance, a very common way
to express searches today relies only on a collection of

keywords. Our framework can actually provide an ef-

fective support to keyword-based queries over relational

databases by “chasing” the underlying relations with all
the applicable extension operators until some keyword

occurs in the result. Consider for instance the example

in Section 2.1 and assume that the query just consists

of the keyword “Italy”. If we iteratively tested all the

possible applications of the upward extension operators
for the geographical taxonomy in Figure 2 to the table

in Figure 1, we would extend tuple ta with the values

“Verona” for City and “Italy” for Country. The tuple ob-

tained in this way is then a suitable candidate answer
to the given keyword-based query.

6.3 Interactive relaxation

Taxonomic versions of natural joins and other operators

in which users are not required to refer to the level of

granularity of the stored data are certainly of help when

the details regarding the structure of the h-domains in
use are not known. However, users might be willing to

relax their queries beyond the levels automatically pro-

posed by a system. For example, assume that the natu-

ral join between two Location attributes at the theater

and airport levels returns no tuples if the upper bound

in use is city. A taxonomy-aware system might interac-

tively propose that the query should undergo an extra

round of relaxation by using a coarser level as an up-

per bound, which might be satisfactory for the user in
certain scenarios. For example, a low-cost flight to Orio

al Serio airport, which refers to Bergamo at the city

level, might be a suitable solution for an opera enthu-

siast wanting to reach La Scala in Milan, although the
locations Orio al Serio and La Scala only match at the

region level (both being in the Lombardy region), but

not at the city level.
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6.4 Completeness of the taxonomic paradigm

In Theorem 2, we have shown that two different

languages (the algebraic tra
− and the logic-based

hdrc
safe) have the same expressive power and there-

fore can implement the same set of queries. This leads

to a notion of completeness that has also been used by
Codd in the relational setting [19]: a query language

is complete if it is at least as expressive as relational

algebra (in our case, tra−). The fact that the query

languages we have studied were defined independently
but are nonetheless equivalent gives evidence to the fact

that they are sufficiently expressive within the consid-

ered framework.

In addition, the proof of Theorem 2 is constructive,

in the sense that, given a query in one of the two lan-
guages, we show how to construct an equivalent query

in the other language. This provides an obvious hint at

the way in which a declaratively specified query may

be implemented.
A salient feature of the considered languages tra−

and its logical counterpart hdrcsafe is that, according

to the results of Section 5, they guarantee finiteness of

query answering. In particular, to do so, these languages

need to exclude the downward versions of extension,
join, and difference, but allow one to express downward

selections.

6.5 Materialization of taxonomies

The use of existing taxonomies is a crucial aspect con-

cerning the practicality of our framework. One of the
main aims of our work is indeed that of extending cur-

rent relational technology without the need of build-

ing everything from scratch. According to our proposed

model, existing relational databases may accommodate

already existing taxonomies either by completely ma-
terializing them in the database, or by keeping them as

an external part of the system in which the different

steps from one level to another in the taxonomy are

computed on the fly.
For instance, an agreed upon taxonomy that is lim-

ited in size and stable, such as certain kinds of geo-

graphical taxonomies, lends itself well to being materi-

alized. On the other hand, there are taxonomies which

are not bounded in size (e.g., a taxonomy including
an h-domain describing a timeline) or whose members

at the finest level are too numerous to be materialized

(again, think of the level of timestamps for a time h-

domain). Another example of taxonomies that cannot
be conveniently materialized comes from trip planners:

at the finest level, their organization in stops and sched-

ules varies too often to be considered stable; in addition

to that, some integrators for trip planning services may

not own all the data they need in order to compute a

plan, but rather are only allowed to incrementally query

external services as their plan is being calculated.

6.6 Idiosyncrasies of upward and downward operators

The examples we have discussed throughout the paper

show that both forms of relaxation (upward and down-

ward) are well defined and useful. Yet, we now empha-
size that the kind of relaxation offered by downward op-

erators is somewhat stronger than that of their upward

counterparts. For example, consider a geographical tax-

onomy with cities, states, and countries, and assume
that in our relation (say, r) the tuples are stored at the

state level. Now, if we pose the query σ̂Location=USA(r),

the answer will, e.g., contain a tuple, say t, in which the

state is California. This is meaningful, since all Califor-

nia locations are also USA locations. If we pose, instead,
the query σ̌Location=Sacramento(r) the answer will anyhow

also contain the same tuple t, even if Sacramento is just

one city in California, not covering the entire territory.

To further emphasize this circumstance, consider
the following relation:

r =
Location : city

San Francisco
.

Clearly, if we upward extend r to the state level and
then project away the city level, we are left with a single

tuple whose single attribute has the value California:

r′ = πstate(ε̂
state

city (r)) =
Location : state

California
.

A downward selection on the result with the condition

Location = Sacramento will retain the tuple in the

answer, although the original city in the database was
San Francisco, and not Sacramento, i.e.,

σ̌Location=Sacramento(r
′) =

Location : state

California
.

This phenomenon is caused by the fact that the up-

ward extension has obfuscated the original information,

subsequently eliminated by the projection. Therefore,

although perhaps surprising at first, the result of the

query is certainly compatible with the relaxed query
semantics of downward selection.

7 Related work

This work largely extends a preliminary version that ap-
peared in the proceedings of ER 2010 [38]. The main dif-

ferences with respect to the earlier paper are the follow-

ing: (i) we have added a new section including several
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motivating examples of real-world scenarios in which

taxonomy-based query relaxation plays a central role,

(ii) we have extended the algebraic language, by intro-

ducing the taxonomic versions of the difference operator

and by discussing other taxonomic operators, (iii) we
have identified several new equivalence rules for alge-

braic expressions, (iv) we have proposed a declarative,

calculus-based query language for querying databases

with taxonomies as a basis for a possible extension of
SQL, (v) we have investigated the important notion

of taxonomy independence of a query language in this

context, (vi) we have compared the expressive power

of the various languages identifying their strengths and

weaknesses in terms of expressive power and finiteness
of query answers, (vii) we have discussed in a new sec-

tion the results of our contribution, a number of is-

sues related to its implementation, and possible future

developments, and (viii) we have largely extended the
comparison with the related literature.

The approach proposed in this paper is focused on

the relaxation of queries with the goal of accommo-

dating user’s needs — a problem that has been inves-

tigated in several research areas under different per-
spectives. In the database area, query relaxation has

been addressed mainly in the context of XML, RDF,

and other semi-structured data models, with different

goals in mind: combining database-style querying and

keyword search [6], querying databases with natural
language interfaces [35], and dealing with the struc-

tural heterogeneity of a large number of XML data

sources [36]. In [31], queries are relaxed using an ontol-

ogy that is extracted from the DTDs of XML databases,
but the notion of relaxation is different from ours, since

it refers to a less restrictive form of matching between

path queries and paths of the database. Along the same

line, in [5] the authors propose an approach to query

relaxation over XML data based on the idea of con-
sidering an XPath expression as a template for key-

word search, thereby enabling approximate query an-

swers on structure and using it to provide a context

for full-text search. Our approach to query relaxation
is neither based on structure relaxation nor on full-text

search, but it rather relies on relaxing the matching be-

tween terms in a query and terms in the database, lever-

aging existing taxonomies on those terms. Approaches

based on relaxing the matching between the query and
the structure of data have also been tackled for RDF

databases and ontology-based languages, by introduc-

ing a measure of distance between paths [29], by refor-

mulating triple-pattern queries by means of statistical
language models [23], by combining approximate query

answer with full-text search [22], by providing a sup-

port to joins based on resource similarity [9], and by

exploiting domain knowledge and user preferences [20].

Again, apart from the differences in the data model of

reference, our notion of query relaxation is different be-

cause it considers neither the structure nor other model-

specific features, but only simple taxonomies between
values.

The formal notion of malleable schema has been

introduced to deal with vagueness and ambiguity in

database querying by incorporating imprecise and over-
lapping definitions of data structures [21,42]. An al-

ternative formal framework relies on multi-structural

databases [25,26], where data objects are segmented

according to multiple distinct criteria in a lattice struc-

ture and queries are formulated in this structure. The
idea of making queries more flexible by the logical re-

laxation of their conditions has also been studied in

the context of deductive databases and logic program-

ming queries [28]. A number of operators that have
some similarity with the taxonomic operators of our

tra have been proposed for navigating an ontology in

a completely different scenario in which the ontology

is built over a generic set of concepts and is repre-

sented using a lattice-algebraic description language [4].
This model has also been used for query relaxation ac-

cording to a similarity measure between concepts based

on subsumption in the ontology [13]. Although these

approaches have some relationship with ours, a direct
comparison cannot be done given the diversities in the

data model and in the query evaluation process.

A notion of query relaxation is also used in the con-

text of location-based search [16], but in the typical IR

scenario in which a query consists of a set of terms, and
query evaluation is focused in the ranked retrieval of

documents. This is also the case of the approach in [12],

where the authors consider the problem of fuzzy match-

ing of queries with items. Actually, in the information
retrieval area, which is however clearly different from

ours, document taxonomies and, more in general, on-

tologies have been largely used for query expansion [10],

a technique aimed at automatically reformulating a

keyword-based user request into a form that is more
amenable to information retrieval. For instance, in [27]

the authors focus on classifying documents into tax-

onomy nodes and developing a taxonomy-based scor-

ing function to measure the matching between textual
queries and documents, while in [8] the authors propose

a framework for relaxing user requests over ontologies

to find the most useful Web service.

Many other papers have proposed non-traditional

approaches to access a database, in which query con-
ditions are considered as soft and are replaced by con-

straints that capture additional criteria for satisfying

user needs. The goal is to avoid both the empty-answer
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problem, where the data do not match the query, and

the too-many-answers problem, where too many results

match the query. A notable example is preference query

processing [7] where returned results are ranked accord-

ing to the preferences of the users, which are repre-
sented as a partial order [17,32] or as a numerical score

over the data [2,34] (see [41] for a comprehensive survey

of the solutions proposed to the problem of representing

user preferences and using them for query processing).
Preference query processing is actually an instance of

the more general problem of top-k query processing,

in which only the most relevant query answers are re-

turned to the user, for some definition of degree of rel-

evance. This field has been addressed by a large body
of research during the last years, as surveyed in [30].

Rankings may be established according to a plethora of

different multi-dimensional criteria, including proxim-

ity [37], diversity [15], context [11], contextual prefer-
ences [18], and others. The empty-answer problem has

also been addressed by adjusting values occurring in

selections and joins [33,39]. Our approach shares the

same goal with all of these approaches but it relies on a

completely different criterion for query relaxation: the
availability of taxonomies on the data domains.

The many approaches to the problem of schema

matching [3,40], which focus on finding correspon-

dences between elements of two database schemas, are
also related to the problem studied in this paper. In-

deed, our query relaxation can be seen as a matching

between the schema of the database and a sort of “im-

plicit” schema to which the query refers. However, al-

though some of the proposed techniques could be help-
ful here, our goal is quite different, since we aim at

generating the answer to a query rather than the cor-

respondences between elements of two schemas. More-

over, our approach takes also care of reconciliating pos-
sible mismatches existing at the instance level, by suit-

ably finding corresponding members at different levels

in each domain.

Summarizing, we can say that many of the above

mentioned approaches rely on non-traditional database
models, whereas we refer to a natural extension of the

relational model and of the classical relational query

languages. This guarantees a smooth implementation

of the approach with today’s most spread database

technology. Moreover, none of them strictly considers
the problem of query relaxation via taxonomies, which

is our concern. In addition, the systematic analysis of

query equivalence for optimization purposes and the

investigation of the expressiveness of taxonomy-based
query languages have never been studied in the relaxed

case. Hence, we believe that the approach presented

in this paper is complementary to other techniques for

query relaxation and, in several cases, it might be used

in combination with them.

We finally point out that the problem we have stud-

ied in this paper is quite different from the problem of

ontology-based data access [14] in which an ontology
provides a conceptual description of the content of the

data sources and queries over the ontology are rewrit-

ten into queries over the underlying databases using the

mapping between them.

As a final aside, we mention that the notion of tax-
onomy independence is partly related to the notion of

bounded depth domain independence [1] (called “embed-

ded domain independence” in [24]) introduced in the

context of query languages with built-in functions for

complex-object databases.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a logical model and two

abstract query languages as a foundation for querying

relational databases using taxonomies. In order to facil-

itate the implementation of the approach with current
technology, they rely on a natural extension of the re-

lational model and of the classical relational database

languages. A hierarchical organization of data allows

the specification of queries that refer to values at vary-
ing levels of details, possibly different from those avail-

able in the underlying database. We have also stud-

ied the interaction between the various operators of the

algebraic query language, the expressive power of the

various languages, and the important property of tax-
onomy independence. These results provide a formal

foundation for enhancing relational database technol-

ogy with a comprehensive support for query relaxation

with taxonomies.

We believe that several interesting directions of re-
search can be pursued within the framework presented

in this paper. Challenging extensions of our approach

include: more general forms of relationship between val-

ues, suitable distance metrics between queries and an-
swers, and ranking of answers according to some rel-

evance criterion. We are also interested in a deep in-

vestigation of general properties of the query languages

we have proposed and of their exploitation for simpli-

fying the formulation of queries. In particular, we plan
to develop methods for the automatic derivation of ex-

pressions on the basis of user queries expressed in a

very high-level language, such as a keyword-based one.

In addition, a study, in our context, of the classical tools
for query optimization, such as query containment and

equivalence, seems to be a promising extension of our

research.
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On the practical side, we plan to study how the

presented approach can be implemented, in particular

whether materialization of taxonomies is convenient.

With this prototype, we plan to develop a quantitative

analysis oriented to the optimization of relaxed queries.
The equivalence results presented in this paper provide

an important contribution in this direction.
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